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The dfeot of c.ompressxbdx.ty  on elevator flutter

D. E. Ylilliams, D.A.

The effeot  of oompresslblllty  on elevator flutter 1s Investigated
by usmng two-dimensronal  control surface denvar;l;%s  for Itiach  numbers
of 0 and 0.7. It 16 shown that ccmpresszbilxty  may have d. oonader-
able effect when the stxk %s fix&, but that the effect is small
when ?;he sr;ick 1s frw.
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1 Introduction

In 19l+2  Fraser and Skan' investigated the effect of compressibility
on wing flexure-torsion  flutter, using the-dimensional  derivatives, and
found that it was small for normal wing densities. They were unable to
investigate the effect on control-surface flutter because of the lack
of suitable control-surface derivatives. These derivatives did not become
available until 1948 when Turner and Rabinomits* published tables of
control-surface derivatives for a Mach  number of 0.7, for various fre-
queno,y  parameters, and various ratios of the control-surface chord to
the main-surface chord. These derivatives, which are given in English
notation by Minhinnick3, have been used here to investigate the effect
of compressibility on the flutter of a simple tailplane-elevator system.

2 Symbols

c tailplane  chord

CO tailplane root chord

cm tailplane mean chord

ce elevator chord

S tailplane semi-span

P air density

m. = 10 co*p is a unit of mass per unit length

V flutter speed

M Mach number

wf natural frequency of fuselage vibration in radians/set

u (distance aft of wing trailing edge)/3.6  co
u = 1 at tailplane Inertia  axis

z displacement at tailplane inertia axis

mf displacement of a point on the fuselage

3 The tailplane elevator system

The tailplane  (see Fig.1)  has aspect ratio 4 and taper ratio Z/3.
It has a fill span elevator without aerodynamic balance, and the elevator
chord is one third the tailplane  chord i.e. ce = l/3  C. The length of
fuselage from the wing trailing edge to the tailplane  inertia axis is
3.6 co. Points on the fuselage are defined  by a parameter u which
varies from 0 to 1 between the wing trailing edge and the tailplane
inertia axis.

The inertia axis of the tailplane is 0.4 c aft of the leading edge
and the radius of gyration of a chordwise  section of the tailplane about
its C.G. is $ C. The inertia axis of the elevator is 0.3 ce aft of the
hinge line and the radius of gyration of a chordwise section about its
C.G. 1s 5 ce. The concentrated mass balance is at the mean chord, on
an arm whose length, 5/36 co, is half the elevator chord at that point.
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The mass per unit length of the ta~l&ne IS
the mass per unit  length of the elevator is
static mass balance on each half of the

The degrees of freedom are elevator rotation and one of two fuselage
modes, which are called modes A and B. In mode A the tailplane
oscillates In vertical translation and does not pitch. Mode  B is
parabolic flexure  of' the fuselage, encastrd  at the wing root. With this
rr&e  the tailplane  oscillates  In vertical translation and pitch  with a
tailplane nodal point  2.16 cm ahead of the elevator hinge line. The
frequency of the tailplane  motion xn either mode 1s denoted by bf and
is left as an unknown. The frequency of the elevator control-circuit  IS
1.5 Wf.

The fuselage deflectun  in node A 1s not defined and so in
calculations with this mode it is assumed that the contrlbutlon  of the
fuselage fin and rudder 'cc the kinetic enera cf the system 1s eqluvalent
to that of a mass 2 smo placed on the tallplane.  For calculations with
mode B the massper wut length of the fuselage 1s 63.62~ co2 (1 - u*)
and the mass at the root of the tailplane Inertia  axis to simulate the
effect of the fin and rudder IS 0.764  sm0.

This fuselage mass distribution  can be used in calculatuxs  with
mode A if the form of the mode is known. So far it has only been

If the fuselage deflection in mode A LS
cos 7;~) then the eqlclvalent mass at the tailplane

change in the form of the mode could give the
L fe-fl  calculatz.cns were  made for mode A, with

the frequenq  kept constant, to find  what difference would.  have been
made if a mass of 2.72 smc hss been used Instead of the original  mass

2 9%. The difference was found to be small.

4 Description of the calculatuns

The variatuxl of the flutter speed with mass  balance was Investigated
for both mode A and mode  B vath  derivatives for M 7 0 and M = 0.7
for two stick condltlons:

(1) stick free, no elevator circuit stiffness,

(2) stick fixed, with an elevator circuit frequency 1.5 uf.

No stick fzxed flutter was found m mode A or rmde B with
positive mass balance. The calculntions  for mode B stxk fixed mere
repeated with the moment of lnertla  of the elevator doubled but with the
elevator mass moment about the hinge unchanged in the expectation that
this new system would flutter for positxvc  mass balance. Ilode B was
chosen in preference to node A because, for the crlglnal  system, the
curves  for mode B stxk fixed were nearer the positive  quadrant than
the corresponding  curves for mode A. (See Figs.2, 3, 5 and 6).

The derivatives used for both M = 0 and 1.1 = 0.7 i-iere twc-
dimension&l  derivatives and no aspect rctic  corrections  -slere npplled.
The calculations for M = G.7 could not be taken beyond a frequency
parameter  of 1.4 because &r~vdt~ws  for higher  frequencies xwsre not
available.

5 Results

1n each of Flgs.2 to 6 flutter CLWVES are drawn of V/uf c+,  against
a non-dimensvxal  mass balance parameter. On each figure are tm curves,
one for M = 0 and one for M = 0.7.
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The curve for M = 0.7 may be lnterpretd  LI h-o mp. TM SPCA.
can  be considered constant to agree nith the Macn number of the curve
and the fuselage frequency then varies along  tne ordinate. The curve
till. then give the mass balance needed to prevent flutter at M = 0.7
for any fuselage frequency. If, on the other hand, wf is constant,
then V must vary along  the ordinate. Tne cur-v0 is no longer a flutter
curve because the &oh number  of the flutter speed does not agree wxth
the Mach number of the derivatives, except at a few points. The flutter
curve is the locus of these points as the Mach ntiner  varies. OdY
those points on the flutter curve for which the Mach number  is 0.7 can
be found from the given curves. Nevertheless those curves can give
some indication of the snape of the true flutter cwvc.

In Figs. 2 and 3 the stick free curves arc given : in mode A the
compressibility effect  is slightly beneficial and in mode B the effect
is negligible. The stick fixed cases are given III Figs. 5 and 6; for
both modes flutter is impossible vnth  positive mass balance, but the
effect  of compressibility is to move the -cs towards the positive
qusdrant. In Fig.&,  curves are given for mode B stick fixed with the
elevator anertia doubled. Flutter is now possible for M = 0 and
M = 0.7, snd compressibility gives worse flutter characteristics.
Doubling the clovator  inertia gives the effect of altitude  at 22,000 ft
if the speed in the ordinate is read as the equivalent avspecd,  because
although theorcticelly  it IS necessary to double all the structural
inertia terms it has been found sufficient in practice  to double only
the elevator terms.

Altnough the calculations have beenmade  for elevator flutter they
can &so give  some indication of the effect of COmpreSSi'billty  on some
other kinds of flutter, namely fuselage lateral bending - rudder  f'luttor
and wing  flexurc - aileron flutter. The position of the main surface
nodal  point differs for eacn  kind of flutter. For wxng flexure-aileron
flutter the nodal point is at infinity; for rudder and elevator flutter,
the nodal point is between the sing and the tailplane. In the resonance
modes the tailplane  n&al.  point in the fundamental vertical  bending tie
is nearer  tno tail unit than is the fin nodal point in the fundamental
lateral bcndang  mode and it is probable that this ~~11 also be so for
the corresGondi.ng  flutter modes. Tne theoretical reason for this is
that the inertia of the wings  is greater in yw than in pitch.

In mode  A the tailplone  has a nodal point at infinity c&. can
bo used to give  information about xing  flcxure-aaloron flutter. The
mass placed on the tailplane  can then be assumed to give the dynsmic
effect of the llli)o&  end of the ving,  the engmcs,  or the fuel tenks.
In mode B tne tzilplane  has a nodal point a littlc  over two tailplane
mean chords  ahead of the elevator hinge line and can bc used to give
information about rudder  flutter.

The results can else give some qualitative information about wing
torsion-aileron flutter and fuselage torsion-rudder flutter.

6 Conclusions

The effect of compressabality on the elevator flutter of the system
considered is small when tlw stick is free but IS important  when  the stick
is fixed. The flutter ch.eracteristics  are then worse  for compressible
flow than for incompressible flow.

The results of unpublished calculations on actual a&.-craft  confirm
the conclusions when the stick is froo  but ~&JW  that imen the stick is
fixed no general conclusions can be drzn.
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FIG. I 81 2.

FIG. I. THE TAILPLANE SYSTEM.
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FIG. 2. MODE -A. TAILPLANE VERTICAL
TRANSLATION. STICK FREE.



FIG. 3 & 4.
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FIG. 4. MODE 8. TAILPLANE PITCH AND
VERTICAL TRANSLATION. STICK FIXED.
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FIG. 6.
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FIG.6. MODE 6. TAILPLANE PITCH AND
VERTICAL TRANSLATION. STICK FIXED.
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